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The roof tiles in the later period of Champa:
a consideration for its origin and diffusion

NISHIMURA Masanari

1. Introduction

The brick-built tower shrines and their related architectures in the central Vietnam well represents that the ancient Champa kingdoms were Indianized states as same as the other early states in Southeast Asia. These architectural sites have contributed a lot to the studies of history, art history and material culture. Recently archaeological researches and conservation projects were also set about at several sites (i.e. Mỹ Sơn in Quảng Nam). Especially some large-scale excavation researches are going to provide new recognition on the Champa architectural history\(^1\). However, here I would like to address that one typical architectural remains of these sites are still overlooked for reconstructing the architectural history and cultural exchange in the regional studies. That is roof tile.

As was presented in the studies of Chinese-style roof tiles in the East Asian regions, the roof tile is one of the keys to understand the cultural interaction between the regions. Several studies already have been conducted to the earliest types of the central and northern Vietnam with the viewpoints of comparison with the

---

\(^1\) Bùi Chí Hoàng và Nguyễn Quốc Mạnh 2009 Khai quật tháp Dương Long (Bình Định). Khảo cổ học số 1/2009: 62–84
further north\(^2\). Also recently one comprehensive study about the roof tiles in India\(^1\) proposed a general historical view of the roof tiles in India from the 1\(^{st}\) century BC to the present and pointed out that some early types of the roof tiles unearthed in the Lower Mekong Delta\(^4\) and Burma of the 1\(^{st}\) millennium AD originated in India and later type like the flat style in the southern or eastern India were also possibly introduced to Southeast Asia. In this article, I introduce the roof tiles, which were excavated and collected from the tower shrine and several other sites in the coastal area of the central Vietnam. Then bearing these previous studies in my mind, I will discuss about its origin and dispersal in time and space.

2. Tapered flat roof tiles in the Champa sites of the central Vietnam

A. Before the appearance of the tapered flat roof tiles

Up to now, the cylindrical Chinese-style roof tiles were excavated from the some early period’s Champa citadels\(^5\) (Trà Kiệu in Quảng Nam, Thành Hồ in Phú Yên, Cổ Lũy in Quảng Ngãi and An Thành in Bình...)

---


Định) and settlement site⁶ (Gò Cấm in Quảng Nam). The roof tile assemblage of Trà Kiệu and Thành Hồ are composed of cylindrical roof tile and its eave tile. From the comparison with the northern Vietnamese and Chinese contemporaries, they can be dated to the 2nd and 3rd Century AD. The eave-tile and wide concave under tile recently were also discovered at An Thành in Bình Định. The eave-tile retains Chinese Tang style characteristics. These specimens can be categorized as the Early Champa Period roof tiles.

On the other hand, most of the roof tiles discovered from the brick-built Champa tower shrines in the later period are different in morphology compared with the above ones. They are flat elongate body with tapered distal end and its upper end was bent for hooking at the roof. In Vietnamese archaeology they are usually called “Ngói mủi lá (Leaf-shaped pointed roof tile)

In the following I introduce several roof tile materials associated with the Champa sites.

B. Roof tiles in Quảng Nam

B–1. An Phú

The site is one architectural basement close to the Chiến Đàn tower shrine site, southern Quảng Nam province and it was considered belonging to the 10th century⁷. The excavated roof tiles are divided into the two types⁸. One is flat tapered shaped (QN-1 type: Fig. 2–1,2, Pl.1,3) and the other is wide flat rectangular shaped (QN-2 type: Fig.2–3,4, Pl.4). The former type is major in quantity in the whole collection. Both of the upper ends are bent for hooking at the batten of roof. They show right brown in color and the fabric is rather soft and fine sand is tempered. The outer surfaces usually retain prints of the rice husk, plant seeds and leaves caused by ash-bed during making process.

No. S6826/6428 (Fig. 2–1, Pl.1) has approximately 6.8cm in width and 28cm in length. It is swelled in the vertical section of the tapered part and retains prints of rice husks and leaves on the outer surface and linear trace caused by piling of the clay laminates at the side surface of the tapered part. The side surface of the bent top was shaved off in horizontal direction. Since the shaving trace was observable at the whole inner surface, it can be concluded that shaving was done prior to bending. At the upper part of the inner surface retain depression caused by stacking another tapered roof tile on before firing⁹. This is an evidence of piling

---

⁶ Yamagata ibid.
⁷ Trần Ánh 2009 Phé tích kiến trúc Chăm ở Quảng Nam. Trung tâm bảo tồn di sản di tích Quảng Nam, Tam kỳ.
⁸ The roof tile assemblage shows quite uniformed color and fabric. According to Mr. Nguyễn Thương Hy (Researcher, Quang Nam center for management of monuments and beautiful landscape.), the roof tiles were excavated like a cache at one location near the basement and they seem to be not yet used. If this is true, it is also possible that they were one kiln product. Ishii Ryuta recently studied the An Phủ collection and based on the experimental study he pointed out that they are mold-made. See Ishii R. 2009 Nghi mui in the central Vietnam. Paper presented at the annual conference of the Japan Society for Southeast Asian Archaeology, Tokyo.14⁶, Nov., 2009 (in Japanese). I basically agree with his explanation but several technological points were dismissed in his discussion. Also he did not mention anything about the flat rectangular roof tiles and did not use them for his reconstruction model of the architecture.
⁹ Ishii Ryota ibid.
Fig. 2
Roof tiles (1-4) and Chinese ceramic (5-8) of An Phú and flat tapered roof tiles of Bález ít (9-12)
way for firing. No. S6860/6462 (Fig. 2–2, Pl.2) has approximately 7cm in width and 26.5cm in length and retains linear shaved traces at the inner surface. The horizontal cross section shows depression at the both sides and layered structure. The outer surface of the bent part retains finger depressions. The depressions at the side surfaces (Pl.3) and layered structure figured in the traverse section were probably caused by filling clay laminates in a mold twice times or more. This inference is also supported by the collapsed part at the outer surface of the bent part, which was probably caused by air pocket during firing process because of the insufficient wedging clay.

No. S6852/6354 (Fig. 2–3, Pl. 4) approximately 14cm in width and 23.8cm in length. It also retains fiber prints on the outer surface and smoothed trace but no linear trace at the bent corner. This was possibly bent before smoothing. The horizontal cross section shows slightly concaved at the middle of the side surface. No. S6851/6453 (Fig. 2–4) approximately 14.5cm in width and 24cm in length. It retains prints of rice husks and leaves on the outer surface and inner surface was smoothed in vertical direction. Since the trace of shaving is observable at the bent part, it can be concluded that the upper end was bent after smoothing. The both edge part are slightly depressed at the middle of the outer surface. All the side surfaces except the lower end retain slightly linear depressed lines.

The small number of the excavated ceramic fragments includes 4 Chinese glazed wares, which are instructive for the architecture date. All of them are lids of the white glazed perfume box (Fig. 2–5 to 8, Pl.5). The glazed body colors of the all specimens show slightly bluish white in color, which can be recognized as the Jingdezhen kilns products. They can be dated to the 11th to 12th century.

B–2. Other sites in Quang Nam

The site museum at Mỹ Sơn tower shrines complex site exhibited some roof tiles which were excavated in 2005. They are flat tapered roof tiles (Pl. 6,7). While the morphological proportion seems similar to QN-1 type (Fig. 2–1,2), they seem much thicker and smaller in size. In addition, the lower end is not confirmed, but a wider type was also unearthed (Pl. 8).

Also at Trà Kiệu citadel or its surrounding, several complete pieces of the flat tapered roof tiles were included in the Father Anton collection near the Trà Kiệu Church (Pl. 9). Their morphology in plan and vertical section of the upper end are rather similar to those of BD-1A type in Bình Định.

C. Roof tiles in Bình Định

This is tower shrine complex site on the small mountain and its construction was dated soon after moving capital, from Indrapura (Trà Kiệu citadel) in the present Quảng Nam to Vijaya (its capital citadel should

---

10) Same types were also reported in Sambor Prei Kuk, Cambodia. See Shimamoto Sae, Yamamoto Nobuo and Nakagawa Takeshi 2008b Re-examination of on the dating of the dating of Sambor Prei Kuk found by B.P. Groslier, *Journal of Southeast Asian Archaeology* No.28:47–60. (in Japanese)
be An Thành or Chà Bàn\(^{11}\)) in the present province of Bình Định in 1000AD. The excavation and general survey research left several roof tiles collections at the Provincial Museum.

C-1. Banh Ít

The excavations at the main tower and gate revealed more than 1000 pieces of the tapered flat roof tiles\(^{12}\) and its assemblage was divided into 6 major types as the following.

BD-1A type (BI02–23, BI02–24, BI02–17: Fig. 2–9, 10, 12, Pl.10) is single tapered type with 6 to 7 cm in width. Its bent is not angular but rather gently curved by hand. The outer surfaces was smoothed and inner was shaved in vertical direction. The fabric includes sand and reddish soil particles and show right yellowish brown in color. BI02–28 (Fig. 2–11) is tapered part with swelled end. Both the ends of the triangular sides have small projections. The side surfaces retain shaved trace for shaping. BI02–17 is same morphology in section as BD-1 type but its body is wider.

BD-1D type (BI02–18, BI02-KHB-16: Fig. 3–1 & 2, Left in Pl. 11, Pl. 12) is dent at the vertical central axis of the outer surface and has an angular crook. They include reddish soil particles and fine sand. The inner surface except bent part was shaved in vertical direction. BI02-KHB-16 (Fig. 3–2, Pl. 12) shows linear depressions at the both side surfaces (see ink-rubbing of Fig.3–2), which was caused by mold-making. The outer surface retains slightly convex relief shaped like reversed triangle, which was also stamped by the mold. BI02-KHB-29 (Fig. 3–4) is probably lower end of this type. Their width ranges from 7.5 to 8.5cm.

BD-2A type (BI02–25: Fig.3–3, Right in Pl.11) has slightly wider body (approximately 9cm in width) than those of the previous types and its bent was cut out at the both sides for shaping narrower rectangular form. The surface of the bent part remains depression by hand making. The horizontal section is shaped in rectangular and the inner surface retains the shaved trace in vertical direction.

BD-3A type is a wider flat roof tile with a small bent at a right angle. BI02–26 (Fig.3–5, Pl.13) may have approximately 20cm width and includes fine sands and right reddish brown in color. Its outer surface at the corner and side surface of the bent end were shaved in horizontal direction and inner surface was shaved in vertical direction.

BI02–3 and BI02–6 are probably used at the ridge of the roof (Fig. 3–6, Pl.14). They include large sand and reddish soil particles. The bottom is hollowed for fitting.

C-2. Dương Long

This tower shrines site was newly excavated from 2006 to 2008\(^ {13}\). The flat tapered roof tiles exca-

\(^{11}\) Lê Đình Phùng 2002 Di tich văn hóa Champa ở Bình Định. Nhà xuất bản khoa học xã hội., Hà Nội.


\(^{13}\) Bùi Chí Hoàng và Nguyễn Quốc Mạnh 2009 Khai quật tháp Dương Long (Bình Định). Khảo cổ học số 1/2009: 62–84
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Fig. 3 Flat Tapered roof tiles of Bánh Ít (1-6), Dương Long (7-14), An Thành (15)
vated here include two major morphological types. One is simple narrower type (BD-1A type Fig.3–7 to 12) and the other is wider type (BD-2 type).

BD-1A type: DL-1 is (Fig.3–7) has approximately 7.8 cm width and shows dark grayish brown in color and not soft in hardness. It was fired in the closed chamber kiln. The upped end was gently bent. DL-2 (Fig.3–8) has approximately 8.3 cm width and includes red clay and fine sand particles in the fabric and is right brown in color. Both the specimens were mold-made.

BD-1B type: DL-TG-MD-L2 (Fig.3–9) and DL-3 (Fig.3–10) has 7.5 cm and 8.8 cm in width respectively and include small fine white particles and reddish brown in color. The both retain shaved trace at the inner surface.

BD-1C type: DL4 (Fig.3–11) has approximately 6.5 cm in width and shows right brown in color with the sand-tempered fabric. Its horizontal section is trapezoid shaped. The fins remaining at the side surfaces indicate they are mold-made.

DL5 (Fig.3–12), DL6 (Fig.3–13) and DL7 (Fig.3–14) are lower ends of type 1. Refitting study is not yet done so that it is quite difficult to confirm which specimen is fit with the subtypes of Type 1 group. All of them includes fine sands and shows reddish brown or right brown in color. All the inner surfaces retain shaved trace after molding. DL6 and DL7 have small projection at the tapered basis. DL7 is thicker than DL5 and DL6, and it accords well with the thickness of DL-TG-MD-L2 and DL3 (type BD-1B).

As to the tower shrines of Dương Long, the former studies proposed that the construction date was placed around the end of the 12th or early 13th centuries. The recent Vietnamese studies also succeeded to its dating concept. The excavated ceramic assemblage includes the Chinese and Vietnamese glazed and unglazed one from the 11th to 19th century. Among them, the Chinese celadon bowls with the stamped decoration by mold, of the Yaozhou kiln tradition (Pl. 15) and white porcelain bowls and dishes (Pl.16, 17) can be dated to the 11th and 12th century. The excavation revealed the brick-built basements of the architecture, which can be dated to the earlier period than the present triple tower shrines. Therefore, I infer that the early types of the ceramic and roof tiles assemblage here may go back to the 11th century.

C-3. An Thành

This is a citadel located at the middle of the Côn River Plain and another name of this site is Trà citadel.

BD-2B type: No. 875GM358/3 (Fig.3–15, Upper left of Pl. 23) has 12 cm in width and includes rather large sand particles and is rather hard in quality. Its outer surface is grayish brown and inner one is red-

---
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dish brown in color. The upper end was bent after taking off from the mold and both the ends was cut out to form square shape. The outer surface remains vertical trace of the smoothing and inner surface and outer corner of the bent retain vertically shaved traces. The upper horizontal section shows gentle depression at the central.

BD-1D type: No. 875GM358/4 (Fig. 4–1, Lower right of Pl. 23) has 7.5cm in width and includes red clay particles in the fabric and right brown in color. Its inner surface and corner between body and bent were shaved in vertical direction and upper horizontal section is depressed at the central.

In addition, BD-2A type was also confirmed in the assemblage (Lower ones of Pl. 23).

C–4. Gò Sành, Gò Hồi and Gò Cây Me

These are ceramic kiln sites. Based on the excavation results at Gò Sành and study of the association with the foreign ceramic in Philippine, Thailand and other countries, the kiln products were dated to the 14th and 15th century[17]. The following tapered flat roof tiles are included in the product assemblage. Some of them are stoneware quality and glazed.

BD-1D type: GS94–3 (Fig. 4–2) belongs to this type of stoneware quality. It has 8.3cm in width and includes fine sand in the fabric and blackish gray in color. Its horizontal section is slightly dented at the outer surface and inner one is curved. The inner surface retains shaved trace in vertical direction. GS94–1 (Fig. 4–3) also belongs to type BD-1D. It has 8.5cm in width and shows dark grayish brown in color and includes fine sands. The both sides at the bent still retain clay fins caused by molding. The inner surface was vertically shaved during molding and side surface of the upper end was horizontally shaved after removing from the mold.

BD-1E type: GS92–1 (Fig. 4–4) is morphologically rather similar to GS94–3 and GS94–1, but is different in vertical section at the upper end. It has approximately 8cm in width. The fabric includes fine sands, right brown in color and softer in hardness. The upper horizontal section is depressed at the central. Its bent remains the finger-nail’s depressions by bending and the inner surface of the body retains the shaved trace. GS-053 (Fig. 4–5, Pl. 20) has 7.8cm in width and is possibly a lower part of BD-1E type. It includes small gray and black particles in the fabric. The outer surface and peripheral area of the inner surface remains natural glaze (Pl. 20), which indicate that it was also kiln-fired product but stacking way of the roof tiles in the kiln was different from that way of An Phú (Fig. 2–1 and Pl. 1).

BD-2C type: GS91–12 (Fig. 4–6, Pl. 18) is a complete piece. It has 12.5cm in width and 33.7cm in length. It includes sand particles, reddish brown in color and is of stoneware quality. The lower half of the outer surface is glazed. The bent part was formed in angular shape and remains the trace of traverse shaving. The outer surface was vertically smoothed and inner one was shaved. The lower surface is depressed at the

central vertical axis but not at the upper. The both side surfaces of the tapered part retain molded trace.

BD-3 type: GS94-4 (Fig. 4–7) includes fine sands and right brown in color. Its width is around 14 cm and smaller than that of BI02–26 (Fig. 3–5). Since its crook part was broken off, it is impossible to identify typologically same as BI02–26 or not. Both the outer and inner surfaces are shaved for flattening. The side surface remains molded fins. GS-94–2 (Fig. 4–8, Pl.21) is probably lower part of type 3. Its width ranges from 13 to 14 cm. The outer surface is heavily fired with natural glaze and fabric is quite hard in black color. The vertical central axis at the outer surface is slightly ridged at the lower end and its horizontal cutting section is slightly distorted.

GS92–246 (Fig. 4–9, Pl.22) is probably decoration part of the ridge tile. It is stoneware quality and dark deep red in color. A cross mark was inscribed at the one main surface.

GH02–112 (Fig. 4–10, Pl.19) is from Gò Hoi site. It has 8.3cm width and a lower part of the type 1E. It is dark deep red in color and of stoneware quality. The lower end was slipped and glazed. The glaze is olive green in color. The tapered end has small angular corners at the both sides. The horizontal section at the lower part is slightly depressed at the central but not at the upper part. The inner and side surfaces were shaved after taking off from the mold.

GCM9254 (Fig. 4–11, Pl.24) is from Gò Cây Me and probably a miniature product of the architectural decoration for crowing at the brick-built tower shrine. It is stoneware quality and decoration part is glazed in deep olive green color.

D. Chronological perspective

Table 1 shows typological frequencies among the above mentioned sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>QN-1</th>
<th>QN-2</th>
<th>BD-1A</th>
<th>BD-1B</th>
<th>BD-1C</th>
<th>BD-1D</th>
<th>BD-1E</th>
<th>BD-2A</th>
<th>BD-2B</th>
<th>BD-2C</th>
<th>BD-3A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Phú</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mỹ Sơn</td>
<td>similar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trà Kiêu</td>
<td>similar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banh It</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dương Long</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Thành</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gò Sành</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the roof tiles collections may not include all of the types at the site and my study does not always cover the whole museum collection at the above mentioned sites, this frequencies imply some chronological tendencies as the following.

Granting that QN-1 and QN-2 types are dated to the 11th or 12th century based on the excavated Chinese ceramic, wide roof types of BD-2A and BD-2B can be placed as the later types because of the morphological gap. Also the usage of BD-1A, 1B and 1C types at Dương Long and their absence at Gò Sành indicate BD-1A, 1B and 1C can be placed in the early period (11th to 13th century).
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Fig. 4
Roof tiles and architectural decoration of An Thành (1), Gò Sành (2-9), Gò Hội (10) and Gò Cây Me (11)
E. Other Champa sites

Po Hai is shrine tower complex site in the suburb of Phan Thiết of Ninh Thuận province (Fig. 1). During my personal survey in June, 1996, three upper end fragments of the tapered roof tiles were identified at the central tower shrine (Pl. 26). They have 10.5cm, 12.5cm and 16cm in width respectively and the bent of the former two specimens (① and ② of Pl.26) are same as those of QN-1 type and the last one (③ of Pl.26) is same as BD-2 type. All of them have shallow depression at the central outer surface. The former 2 specimens are fired in rather high temperature so that they are harder than the last. The brick architectures were dated around the end of the 8th and 9th century\(^8\).

The photograph of To-ly temple (Bình Thuận) taken before 1928, where the King Po Klaun Gahul of the 17th century is enshrined, shows one of the architectures was also roofed by the flat tapered tiles\(^9\). It is very possible that this roofing style continued to the recent times in the Cham-living region.

3. Comparison with the other region

A. Thung Tuk and Bujang Valley

Thung Tuk is ancient port and settlement site located at the western coast of the northern Malay Peninsula, near Ta Kuapa, Thailand (Fig.1)\(^20\). The excavation research in 2003 revealed rectangular brick-built basements of the shrines (Site No.1, 2 and 6). All of the excavated roof tiles belong to the tapered flat roof tiles (Fig. 5—1~8, Pl.27).

They show light yellowish brown in color and the tempering agents of the fabric are fine sand particles and plant fibers including rice husks. They seem to be uniformed in one size variant. Usually the inner surfaces are smoothed or shaved, the lower ends retain cutting trace and the upper end was bent by hand. Three morphological types are identified for the tapered ends. The most frequent type is triangular shaped (Fig. 5—7, 8) and the other two are round (Fig. 5—6) and double triangular shaped (Fig. 5—5). The last type has small pierced hall between the two triangular parts, which is probably guiding point for cutting the end.

The Chinese ceramic excavated at this site includes celadon bowls of the Yue kilns (Fig. 5—9), ash-glazed bowls with five spurs mark (Fig. 5—10) and 4 or 6 handled jar produced in Guangdong (Fig. 5—11), celadon spouted jars and bowl of the Changsha kilns. The Islamic blue color glazed ceramic (Persian ware) was also excavated\(^21\). In my opinion these excavated ceramic types mainly are dated to the 9th century and this is applicable to the roof tiles. This dating range was also confirmed by previous excavation research in the

---

\(^{18}\) Stern, Philippe 1942 *L‘art du Champa (ancien Annam) et son evolution*. Paris

\(^{19}\) Maspero, Georges 1928 *Le royaume de Champa*. Les éditions G.Van Oest, Paris&Brussels

\(^{20}\) Boonyarit Chaisuwan and Rarai Naiyawat 2009 *Thung Tuk: a settlement linking together the maritime silk route*, Trio Creation, Bangkok

\(^{21}\) Chaisuwan and Naiyawat ibid.
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The same type roof tiles in the morphology were also excavated at several monument sites at Bujang Valley, northwestern Peninsular Malaysia.

B. Monument K at Giồng Cát of Óc Eo southern Vietnam

Only several pieces of flat roof tiles with nib were identified in the Óc Eo Culture sites of the Lower Mekong River Plain. Since no associated artifacts were reported, it is rather quite difficult to infer their dating. In the Óc Eo site group, Monument K at Giồng Cát, a number of the roof tiles were discovered (Fig. 5–12, 13). They seem like wider type like BD-3 Type. The latter one is depressed at the central area same feature is identifiable in the specimen, No. ③ of Pl.26 at Pho Hai, Ninh Thuận. The lower end part was not reported so that it is not yet sure they belong to the tapered type or simply rectangular shape.

The roof tiles at Gò Xoài in Kiên Giang (exhibition at Kiên Giang Provincial Museum) have double angular grooves at the outer surfaces with the small bent part for hooking. But they are rectangular shaped like the flat type with vertical grooves and perforation, which were frequently found in the Oc Eo Culture sites and dated to the middle of the 1st millennium AD. It is possible that Gò Xoài specimens were evolved from these earlier types.

C. Hoa Lư

Hoa Lu is the capital site of the Đình and Lê Dynasties from 968 to 1009. The excavation conducted in 1998 near the present shrines of the Đình and Lê royal family lineages revealed the architectural remains of the palace or similar class. Beside the half-cut cylindrical roof tile of the Chinese style (including eave-tile with lotus petal), the tapered flat-roof tiles were unearthed in a certain quantity. All of them have elongate rectangular body with triangular lower end and large bent at the upper end. They are divided into two sub-types. Type 1: both side edges are protruded in square shaped at the horizontal section (98DL-H2-L4–1, 98DL-H2-L4–2: Pl. 28,29). 98DL-H2-L4–2 (Fig.5–14, Pl29) is approximately 33cm in length and 10cm in width. These are probably mold made and inner surface retains shaved traces in traverse direction. Type 2:

---

23) Chaisuwan and Naiyawat ibid.
Fig. 5
Flat tapered roof tiles (1-8) and Chinese ceramic (9-11) at Thung Tuk, Monument K, at Giồng Cát (12, 13: Malleret 1959), Hoa Lư (14, 15: after Đặng Công Nga 2002)
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body is simply flat (98DL-H2–3: Fig.5–15). Up to now, this is the earliest archaeological evidence of the flat tapered roof tiles in the northern Vietnam.

C. Thăng Long citadel and its surrounding sites in the Red River Plain of the Lý Dynasty.

The recent large-scale excavations at the central area of the Thăng Long citadel in Hanoi, northern Vietnam revealed various kinds of roof tiles from the Tang (7–9th C. AD) to the Nguyễn Dynasty (19–20th C. AD) period. In the near future studies of the roof tiles, they\(^{27}\) may contribute a lot to the study of architectures and roofing methods. On the flat tapered roof tiles of the early period (mainly Lý and Trần Dynasties), four major variants were recognized dependent on the morphology of the lower end as the following. Type 1: triangular shaped \((\text{Fig.6–1})\). Type 2: round shaped \((\text{Fig.6–2})\). Type 3: triangular shaped with swelled end in the vertical section. Type 4: round shaped with swelled end in the vertical section \((\text{Fig.6–3})\). Unfortunately the detailed archaeological contexts on the excavated artifacts are not clarified and the typological classification is not yet possible to stimulate the development of the roof tile chronology itself. However, at the following sites in the surrounding of Thăng Long, some morphological types can be confirmed in the archaeological context in association with the other artifact variants.

Bãi Hầm Rồng site at Kim Lan, at the southeastern tip of Hanoi city is a settlement site with the very long-term occupation\(^{28}\). Among the excavated archaeological features, flat tapered roof tiles were unearthed in association with the 12th century ceramic stoneware\(^{29}\) at the pits Lo 2 \((\text{Fig. 6–4})\) and No.F85 \((\text{Fig. 6–5})\). Both of KL01-Lo2 and KL03-F85-L2—1 are wide rectangular type like Thăng Long. They were mold-made and have a cubic shaped nib at the inner surface. Unfortunately the lower ends were not yet confirmed.

Đền Cầu Từ site, Lục Ngạn District, Bắc Giang Province is architectural complex site of the Lý Dynasty period\(^{30}\). The flat tapered roof tiles were excavated from the No.2 excavation pit \((\text{Fig. 6–6 & 7 and Fig. 7–1 to 3})\). They have cubic-shaped nib at the upper end and lower ends are divided into two types. One is round shaped with swelled lower end in vertical section \((\text{Fig. 6–6 & 7})\). The other is reversed triangular shaped with flat section \((\text{Fig. 7–1 to 3})\). The morphological types of the stoneware and glazed bowl indicate they can be dated to the 12th century.

\(^{27}\) Ngô Thị Lan 2006 Trang trí trên ngói ở Hoàng Thành Thăng Long qua tư liệu khai quật hố D4-D5-D6 \((Khu D)\) địa điểm 18 Hoàng Diệu–Hà Nội. Luận văn thạc sĩ khoa học lịch sử. Khoa lịch sử, Trường đại học khoa học xã hội và nhân văn. Đại học quốc gia Hà Nội

\(^{28}\) Nishimura Masanari, Nishino Noriko 2004 Báo cáo khai quật di chỉ Bãi Hàm Rồng, Kim Lan, huyện Gia Lam, Thành Phố Hà Nội. Tự liệu Bảo tàng lịch sử Việt Nam.


Fig. 6
Flat tapered roof tiles at Thăng Long citadel (1-3: Ngô Thị Lan 2006), Kim Lan (4, 5), Đền Cậu Tư (6-7: Trịnh Hoàng Hiệp 2009)
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Fig. 7
Flat tapered roof tiles at Đền Cầu Tứ (1-3; after Trịnh Hoàng Hiệp 2009), Dương Lai Trong (4), Si Sattanak (5; after Hein et al. 1989, only no. 5'scale is unknown)

Fig. 8
Building shown on relief 169 at Penataran, Java (after Dumarcay 2003)
D. Thai, Lao and Cambodia

Tapered flat and simple rectangular roof tiles have been used to roof the present traditional Buddhist temple architectures in Thailand, Laos and Cambodia. Because of the limited published materials, it is not yet possible to discuss the earliest types in these regions.

However, the ceramic kiln sites like Phan in the northern Thailand was associated with the flat tapered roof tiles (26.5cm in length: Pl. 30). Also simple rectangular flat roof tiles with an angular bent were also excavated at Si Satchanalai kilns in the central Thailand\(^{31}\) and Si Sattanak kilns in Lao (Fig. 7–5)\(^{32}\). The former one was dated to the 14\(^{th}\) or 15\(^{th}\) century and latter was around mid-15\(^{th}\) to 16\(^{th}\) century\(^{33}\).

Another interesting archaeological phenomenon is that while the flat rectangular or tapered roof tiles are widely used in the present Khmer Buddhist temples of Cambodia, nearly no archaeological evidence was confirmed at the Angkor Period sites. All the excavated types belong to so called Khmer type roof tiles (set of under and over tile with eave tile)\(^{34}\) and it is also observable in East and Northeast Thailand\(^{35}\). Probably flat rectangular or tapered roof tiles were adopted widely in Cambodia after the fall of Angkor or later period.

E. Burma

One short study introduced a perspective based on the some museum exhibition materials in Burma that the flat rectangular roof tile with grooves on the outer surface in Pyu period were evolved into the simple flat rectangular roof tiles\(^{36}\). The introduced flat roof tiles in his short paper have square bent like the other flat rectangular roof tiles in the Mainland Southeast Asia (Fig. 7–5) and does not include the perforated grooved flat roof tiles, which belongs to the typical morphology of the Indian originals\(^{37}\).


\(^{32}\) Hein Don, Mike Barbetti and Thongsai Sayavongkhamdy 1989 *An excavation at the Sisattanak Kiln site, Vientiane, Lao PDR*. Research Institute for Asia and Pacific, University of Sidney.


\(^{34}\) Dumarcay, Jacques 2003 *Architecture and its models in Southeast Asia*. Orchid Press, Bangkok. Tabata Yukitsugu 2008 *A study of Khmer ceramics*, Yuzankaku, Tokyo, Marui Masako (Institute of Asian Culture, Sophia University), who has been conducting archaeological research in the Angkor area, also confirmed this phenomenon. Some Khmer ceramic kiln sites provided the evidence of Khmer style roof tiles production in the 10\(^{th}\) century and several archaeological sites indicate they may go back to the earlier date.

\(^{35}\) Indrawooth Phasook, Krabuansang Sinchai and Narwake Payao 2001 *Report on the excavation at Muang Fa Daed Song Yang Kamalasai District, Kalasin Province*. Fine Arts Department.

\(^{36}\) Uehara Mahito 1997 *Reading the roof tiles. Excavation of History* no.11. Kodansha, Tokyo (in Japanese)

\(^{37}\) Otani ibid.
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F. Java

Flat roof tiles were also confirmed at Trowulan, capital site of the Majapahit Dynasty, eastern Java\(^{38}\). The stone relief at Candi Sukuh near Surakarta in the East Java illustrates a piled house with the flat roof tiles\(^{39}\). No. 169 relief of stone terrace at Penataran shrine site in Java has also illustrates a small architecture, which is roofed by flat roof tiles with some kinds of decoration roof tiles\(^{40}\). They are dated to the 15\(^{th}\) to 16\(^{th}\) century.

4. Discussion

Based on the above mentioned materials, it can be concluded that the simple flat rectangular roof tiles with a bent was already widely adopted in Southeast Asia especially after the 14–15\(^{th}\) century or later period. But, as to the flat tapered roof tiles only Malay Peninsula (Thung Tuk and Bujang Valley) and central Vietnam are recognized as the earliest cases. They were already commonly adopted in the Champa architectures till the 11\(^{th}\) century. While it is not yet possible to confirm the earliest type among the Champa sites, the comparison between the Champa specimens (QN-1 type, BD-1A, 1B, 1C types) and single pointed type of Thung Tuk (Fig. 5–7,8) indicate less morphological gap. Additionally, this type roof tiles were not adopted in the neighbored Khmer region of the contemporary period. Therefore, I suppose its appearance in the Champa region can be placed in the end of the 1\(^{st}\) millennium AD, probably 9–10\(^{th}\) century because the Chinese style roof tiles were used in the previous times, and tapered type was introduced from the Malay Peninsula region.

Otani pointed out the flat roof tile with round lower end can be dated to the 7\(^{th}\) century at least in Tamil Nadu, South India\(^{41}\). The morphological variants at Thung Tuk also include this type (Fig. 5–6) like the Indian one. The other artifacts like Islamic ware and glass also supported the contact with the further western regions across the Indian Ocean. In addition, so called Tamil inscription which was discovered at Ta Kuapa and published at first in 1913, was dated to the 9\(^{th}\) century and mentioned about the Tamil merchants activity\(^{42}\). Ta Kuapa is located at the slightly upper river reach of Thung Tuk, only some km in the east. Therefore, it is very proper to search out its origin of the tapered roof tiles in the eastern or southern Indian Sub-continent.

---

\(^{38}\) Personal communication with Ono Kunihiro

\(^{39}\) Chihara Daigoro 1996 Hindu-Buddhist architecture in Southeast Asia. E.J.Brill, Leiden., Personal communication with Fukami Sumio

\(^{40}\) Dumarcay, Jacques ibid.


It is also necessary to pay attention about the historical relation between the Champa and Vietnamese roof tiles. One simple flat tapered roof type at Hoa Lư (Fig. 5–15) is similar to those of the Champa specimens, especially those of An Phú and Mỹ Sơn. However, they show large morphological gap from those of the Lý Dynasty period. The common types in the Lý Dynasty are much wider in width and their bent parts were also transformed into the cubic-shaped nib. Since there no any earlier flat tapered roof tiles than the Hoa Lư types in the northern Vietnam up to now, it is concluded that their origins needed to be find out in the early types of the Champa region.

Emperor Lê Hoàn carried out his expedition to Champa in 982 and occupied Indrapura in the present Quảng Nam. These Vietnamese expansion to the south have probably brought about the cultural exchanges between Champa and Vietnam in the life technology like architecture as was pointed in the previous studies. Also I do not deny the possibility that the wider types of the tapered roof tiles in the Lý Dynasty period are integrated ones of the Hoa Lư type and wide rectangular type in Champa like QN-2. Furthermore morphological similarity is seen between the round end types of the Lý Dynasty (i.e. Fig.6–3, 6–6,7) and round end type in Bình Định (Fig. 4–8). These recognitions indicates that the cultural exchange between Vietnam and Champa in the architecture occurred not in the limited single period but much longer term. The suggestion by Nguyễn Tiền Đông on the relation between the Champa and Vietnamese art style also needs to be applied for the architectural technology.

Anyhow, generally looking the period from the late 10th to 11th century can be recognized as one large epoch-making in the roof tile or architectural history of the northern Vietnam.

Furthermore, in the succeeding periods, the Trần Dynasty and later period, this flat tapered roof tiles had been used as a major type before adopting French-style flat roof tile in the 20th century (see the specimen of Dương Lai Trọng, which was excavated at an ordinary village of the Red River Plain and dated to the 17th century (Fig.7–4). And even now they are being produced and used.

Finally I would like to emphasize my inference that the adopting new style roof tiles (tapered roof tiles and flat rectangular roof tiles) in the Malay Peninsula (9th Century), central coastal Vietnam (10th Century or before) and northern Vietnam (10 to 11th Century) must be closely related with the the architectural style change. However, quite a few studies are done to the architecture in those periods except the brick-built architectures. Especially wooden architectural sites, which were probably roofed by tiles, are still in indistinct in many regions of the Mainland Southeast Asia. Further studies on the roof tiles and wooden architectural sites need to be done in archaeology.

44) Nguyễn Tiền Đông ibid.
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Pl.1 AP02-S6826/6428 (QN-1 type: An Phú)

Pl.2 AP02-S6860/6462 (QN-1 type)

Pl.3 Magnified photo of the left side of AP02-S6860/6462

Pl.4 AP-S6852/6354 (QN-2 type)

Pl.5 Chinese ceramic excavated at An Phú

Pl.6 Roof tile at Mỹ Sơn

Pl.7 Roof tile at Mỹ Sơn

Pl.8 Roof tile at Mỹ Sơn (wider type)
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Pl.9
Roof tiles at Trà Kiệu

Pl.10
BI02-23 (left), BI02-24 (center), BI02-17 (right) from Bánh Ít

Pl.11
BI02-18 (left), BI02-25 (right)

Pl.12
BI02-16 (BD-1D type)

Pl.13
BI02-26 (BD-3A type)

Pl.14
BI02-3 (left) and BI02-6 (right)

Pl.15
Chinese celadon at Dương Long
Pl.16  Chinese white glazed ceramic at Dương Long

Pl.17  Chinese white glazed ceramic at Dương Long

Pl.18  GS91-12 (BD-2C type, Gò Sành)

Pl.19  GH02-112 (Gò Hồi)

←Pl.20  GS-053 (left)
↑Pl.21  GS94-2 (upper)
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Pl.22 GS92-246

Pl.23 Roof tiles from An Thành

Pl.24 GCM9254 (Gò Cây Me)

Pl.25 Roof tiles from Giòng Xoài, Kiên Giang

Pl.26 Roof tiles from Po Hai

Pl.27 Roof tiles from Thung Tuk

Pl.28 98DL-H2L4-1 (Hoa Lư)

Pl.29 98DL-H2L4-3 (Hoa Lư)

Pl.30 Roof tile from Phan (after Shaw 1987)